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X-rpCalc Cracked Version is a simple calculator that comes in handy for those who don't need a complex tool to make basic and trigonometric operations with ease. It features a history and memory lists. ⚠ We are in the process of creating a How to video to explain what you can do with this program and how it works. If you have any questions, you may put them in the comments section
and we'll add them to this video to make things a lot clearer. ⚠ Requires Windows® XP Service Pack 3 Windows® XP is no longer officially supported, and is no longer protected by Microsoft. Therefore, we do not provide any maintenance, security updates, or any other services for it. ⚠ Last updated: 11/8/2010 ⚠ Creation date: 11/8/2010 ⚠ Owner: Zeenbios ⚠ Source code:

zeenbios.com/xrpcalc ⚠ Size: 7.3 MB ⚠ Multilingual: Yes ⚠ Examples: Yes ⚠ Requirements: Windows XP Service Pack 3 ⚠ Download: xrpcalc.zeenbios.com ⚠ Version history: 2019-03-28 - Initial upload Its Not a Good X-rpCalc App. You Need to Fix these Issues And Put More Functions Like Trig Functions, Sin and Cos. Otherwise the App Is Not A Good One. There's issues here
WHAT IS X-RP CALC ABOUT?...It is a simple and handy calculator that helps in doing all sorts of operations such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, trigonometry and financial. And here is the problem with the app.... I've used the app for 3 month now. I would say 90% of the times I've used it I was not able to make a simple calculation. And with few calculation I just used

a pen and paper. And just sad to note, the app is only 27mb size... So, I can easily carry a usb pen drive if I want to use this app. Its not as simple as I thought and from my experience and from my one student friend that used this app, this app is good on some trigonometry functions but for other things they are very very disappointing. For example, if you wanna make
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X-rpCalc is a very easy to use and versatile calculator for independent usage. You can make simple and simple calculations, store a few formulas, manipulate fractions and trigonometric functions and so on. To finish, it can also display financial equations for financial and accounting related tasks. Key features: • It is designed in portable with a setup. • Easy to use with few steps in order to
open. • The operations are easier than others, as it has just the required functions for simple calculations. • You can make simple and more complicated formulas and store them as a list. • You can make basic operations such as addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. Furthermore, you can make financial calculations for financial and accounting related tasks. • It has a memory that
lets you store up to nine values, after that they will be replaced with new ones. • It can show all the recently made operations and copy them to the clipboard to be further used. • It also has a history tab that can let you view all the operations in order to remove unwanted ones. What's New in X-rpCalc 2.0.1: • Several minor improvements. • There is a new and improved design. How to use X-
rpCalc: 1. Download the X-rpCalc archive from the bottom of this page. 2. Open the downloaded archive with the standard Archive Manager. 3. Run the X-rpCalc application. 4. Choose the project's chosen language and the system options. 5. Perform the simple calculations, add as many functions and functions as needed. 6. As soon as you are done with the operations, press Save. 7. You
can remove unnecessary operations by selecting them in the list and pressing the remove button. 8. To clear the memory or get a new list, press the reset button. 9. Once finished, press the Close button and that's it! You can save your work in a new file or copy it to the clipboard to be further used. 10. Launch the program, perform the first operations and enjoy! Recommendations to make

the most out of X-rpCalc: • If you want a modern and more easy-to-use interface, I'd recommend using X-rpCalc Lite. It has just the basic features. It is more suitable for the beginners. • However, if you 09e8f5149f
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X-rpCalc is an ideal tool for anyone who needs an extra calculator for their personal use. It has a relatively small footprint and is compact enough to be able to fit inside a USB drive and allow you to work on the go. The application uses its own interface that is designed to provide an easy and intuitive way to do all the basic operations and trigonometric functions. Since there are no frills
added to it, X-rpCalc comes with the numbers, operators, and memory lists to save all the previously made calculations. You can access all the settings and preferences from the Application properties dialog. You can easily copy the content of the clipboard and paste it to the calculator. Also, you can copy and transfer the app to other computers by saving it into a USB flash drive. X-rpCalc
Details: X-rpCalc comes in a portable setup that doesn't require any installation and don't create new entries into the registry or disk space. It offers an easy to use interface and a simple layout with buttons and operators arranged in different groups. You can access the history tab, memory list, and clipboard while making any calculations. All the items can be viewed or edited from the
application's properties dialog. Also included into the package is a help file to make the instructions easy and clear. [center]Requirements: Minimum of Microsoft Windows 7 Minimum of 512MB of RAM 1GB of Hard Drive space 512MB of SD Card space Supported File Formats: Windows [center]File Size: 3.12MB[/center] Download Link: Update Link: [center]System Requirements:
[center]Minimum of Windows XP [center]Minimum of 128MB of RAM [center]Minimum of 2GB of free hard drive space [center]Memory Card: Windows XP Compatibility[/center] [center]Why we love it: X-rpCalc, the easy to use calculator is a straightforward and simple calculator for those who don't need a complex tool to make basic and trigonometric operations with ease. It
features a history and memory lists. Can be run without a setup As the app is portable and comes with the necessary items in an archive, it means it can be carried on a USB flash drive and run from any location that has a working computer. Since it's not tied to the Windows system, it doesn't create new entries in the registry nor occupies much space on

What's New in the X-rpCalc?

X-rpCalc is a straightforward and plain calculator that comes in handy for those who don't need a complex tool to make basic and trigonometric operations with ease. It features a history and memory lists. Can be run without a setup As the app is portable and comes with the necessary items in an archive, it means it can be carried on a USB flash drive and run from any location that has a
working computer. Since it's not tied to the Windows system, it doesn't create new entries in the registry nor occupies much space on the disk. Outdated and plain layout The provided interface is old and simple with the functions on the upper part of the window, while the numeric pad is located at the bottom. You can access the memory list by right-clicking on the panel. You have the
option to enter the number by either using the Numpad keyboard or manually clicking on the buttons. Easily do simple calculations and more complicated functions You can make basic operations such as addition, subtract, multiplication, and division. Furthermore, you can calculate trigonometric functions, like sine, cosine, tangent, and cotangent. Also included into the panel are inverse,
natural logarithm, exponential, and financial equations. In the history tab, you can view all the recently made operations, and copy them to the clipboard to be further used in school or team projects. The memory lets you store up to nine values, after that, they are going to be replaced with new ones. No explanations are provided to understand the elements purposes It would've been a good
addition if a help file was included to properly explain the displayed functions, as not many know the abbreviation for each item. Plus, no short descriptions are shown when hovering the mouse over the operators. All in all The bottom line is that X-rpCalc is an average and simple program designed to offer easy ways to calculate simple operations and more complex functions. Despite the
given options, the program hasn't been updated for some time and might need some improvements regarding the interface and the provided features. X-rpCalc for Android™ is a basic calculator for Android™ and provides you with several functions such as Add, Subtract, Multiplication, Division, Log, Exp and more. It also features a memory list that allows you to store up to 9 values
between runs. If you’re looking for a basic calculator app
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System Requirements For X-rpCalc:

Software and Systems Requirements: We highly recommend you have at least Windows 7 or later and a dual core processor. You should have at least 1GB of RAM You should have at least 1GB of HDD space You should have a DirectX compatible video card (like Nvidia, ATI or AMD) with a minimum of 256 MB of video memory
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